Research of authentic leadership and abusive supervision on Team Innovation Performance
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Abstract. Modern enterprises apply the work type of team extensively. Team leadership has been confirmed to be an important key factor in all the factors influencing team effectiveness. The paper adopts purposive sampling in questionnaire. In the research, the author selects teams in 16 enterprises and institutions in five cities, respectively Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Zhuhai as the research target. In order to avoid single source bias, the study classifies variables into team leaders and members and conducts questionnaire survey at T1 and T2 stage with the temporal distance of three months. Research results reveal what leading behaviors leaders should adopt to guide team members so as to improve team innovation performance, enable enterprises to make innovative achievements as well as keep competitive and sustainable.

Introduction: Research Background

The research indicates that team innovation performance is influence by many factors. However, in recent years, leadership has achieved attention as an important factor affecting team innovation. Leadership has always been a hot research topic attracting administration scholars. The research orientation on leadership can be roughly classified into 2 categories. One is to study effective leadership behavior and its positive effect on subordinates, team and organization from the positive perspective, and the research orientation has always been the mainstream. And one is to study effective leadership behavior and its positive effect on subordinates, team and organization from the negative perspective, and the research orientation was ignored in previous studies on leadership and has attracted scholars' attention gradually in recent years such as abusive supervision proposed by Tepper in 2000, tyrant behavior proposed by Ashforth in 1997, authoritarianism leadership proposed by Zheng Boxun in 1995 and bullying behavior proposed by Einarsen in 1999, etc. Some achievements have been achieved by the study on negative leadership behavior at present, which indicates that the field also has the trend of vigorous development and expansion.

Concept Definition

In 2007, Endrissat and Muller and Baum pointed that authentic leadership was the origin of positive leadership styles including transformational leadership, moral leadership and charismatic leadership\cite{1}. The concept of authentic leadership originated in the events of leaders lacking morals such as Worldcom, Worldcom and Martha Stewart, and the increase of more and more social challenges such as 911 terrorist attacks, stock market fluctuation in USA, economic depression and...
SARS, which needs more positive leadership theories to restore people's confidence[2,3]. Many researches claim that the existing frameworks of leadership theory can’t cultivate the leaders needed in the future.

In 2007, Tepper defined the concept of abusive supervision from 4 aspects [4], that is, (1) it expresses the hostility of managers on the particular subordinates, (2) it excludes infringement in some respects such as bodily injury, sexual harassment, etc. (3) it is an intentional behavior, (4) abusive supervisors don't have the intention of adverse consequences. The four dimensions can distinguish abusive supervision from other related concepts. From the concept of abusive supervision, we can summarize the following characteristics, subjectivity, constancy, hostility and non physical contact.

Team innovation means some new ideas, processes, products or procedures for the team which are introduced and applied consciously to benefit individual, team, organization and even the whole society. Team innovation performance is effective output in the process of executing innovation mission for the team, which reflects the completion of innovation objectives.

Research Framework

In traditional researches relating to team, IPO (input- process- output) model was proposed by McGrath[5-7] in 1964 and is the framework which is most commonly used. Input is a factor influencing team effectiveness, process is interactive process among team members and output means team effectiveness. In this model, team process is considered to be an important mechanism to connect team input variables and team output variables. In recent years, researches relating to team have surpassed traditional ideas only observing team process. And the concept reflecting team cognition, motivation or emotion and team status are incorporated into the researches on team input and team output so as to stretch the framework of IPO type.

In addition to the external environment, heuristic model of team effectiveness proposed by Cohen and Bailey in 1997 includes four important variables of team level [8-12]. The fist variable is task design of team (including autonomy, interdependence and so on in a team), constitution (including size, formation age in a team) and situation (including leadership and award, etc.). The second variable is team process. The third variable is mental characteristics of team. The fourth variable is team effectiveness (including performance).

According to Heuristic model of team effectiveness, positive and negative leadership behavior can be considered to be a situational factor of team, which has an influence on team process and team status and has a final effect on team effectiveness (team innovation performance).

Empirical Analysis

Questionnaire. In order to guarantee that the collected sample data is effective, we take a lot of time and energy in the research. A small amount of improved questionnaire were given out at first. After collection, the existing problems in the questionnaire are adjusted, and explanation is attached to the place which can appear problems easily, which ensure that the respondents have clear and consistent understanding on the problems. Then large-scale questionnaire is made. We make serious field interview on some concrete detailed questions.
The respondents included senior leadership teams of more than 40 enterprises in China, and there were 164 teams participating in the survey. There were 250 pieces of questionnaire, 181 pieces were recycled, and the effective recovery was 65.6% [13-15].

**Descriptive Statistics of Each Variable.** The study relates to reliability coefficient of the average value, standard deviation, relevant matrix and variable measurement.

**Hierarchical Regression Analysis.** We adopt hierarchical regression analysis to reveal the influence of leader behaviors on enterprise organization performance. Meanwhile, we investigate the buffering effect of environmental dynamics and enterprise development phase in the influence relationship [16-17]. Because industry and enterprise development stage are classified virtual variable whose standard regression coefficients have no significance. So only non-standard regression coefficients are given in the result of hierarchical regression analysis. We can know from the fifth step of hierarchical regression analysis that environmental dynamics has evident buffering effect on the process of financial performance, growth performance and innovation performance, but environmental dynamics only has evident buffering effect on abusive type of financial performance and growth performance. We can see from the sixth step of hierarchical regression analysis that development stage of enterprise has evident buffering effect on the process of financial performance and growth performance. As there is little significance in analyzing two interactions in the situation of three evident interactions, the concrete condition of buffering effect for environmental dynamics and enterprise development must be indicated firstly by the analysis of three interactions.

We can know from the seventh step of hierarchical regression analysis that environmental dynamics has different buffering effect on the process of financial performance, growth performance and innovation performance. From further analysis, we can find that the influence of authentic type of leadership for leaders on financial performance is adjusted evidently by environmental dynamics. The positive influence of authentic type of leadership for leaders on financial performance is stronger evidently than that in the condition of low environmental dynamics. In mature stage of enterprise, although environmental dynamics has no buffering effect on the influence of authentic type of leadership for leaders on financial performance, the mode of authentic type of leadership for leaders influencing financial performance changes, that is, authentic type of leadership for leaders in the condition of low environmental dynamics can achieve better financial performance than that in the condition of high environmental dynamics.

From the significance of slope and difference, we can see that in the survival and development stage, the slope of authentic type of leadership is greater evidently than 0 no matter in the condition of low environmental dynamics or in the condition of high environmental dynamics. But in the mature stage, there is no evident difference between the slope of authentic type of leadership and 0 no matter in the condition of low environmental dynamics or in the condition of high environmental dynamics. In the situation of the same environmental dynamics, the slope of authentic type of leadership has no evident difference in survival and development stage and is greater than that in the mature stage, which indicates that authentic type of leadership has positive influence on the financial performance in survival and development stage of enterprise. But the influence is not evident in the mature stage, and the positive influence in survival stage is similar to that in development stage and are stronger evidently the effect in the mature stage. From further analysis, we can find that the influence of authentic type of leadership for leaders on financial performance is adjusted evidently by environmental dynamics.
The negative influence of authentic type of leadership for leaders on financial performance in the condition of high environmental dynamics is greater evidently than that in the condition of low environmental dynamics. But environmental dynamics has no evident buffering effect on the mature stage. From the significance of the slope and difference, we can find that in the survival and development stage, there is no evident difference between the slope of authentic type of leadership and 0 in the condition of low environmental dynamics, but the slope of authentic type of leadership is greater evidently than 0 in mature stage. The slope of authentic type of leadership in the condition of high environmental dynamics is less significantly than 0, and the slope of authentic type of leadership in mature stage has no evident difference with 0. And in the condition of high environmental dynamics, the difference in the slope of authentic type of leadership between the survival stage and development stage of enterprise is not evident, and the slope is less evidently than that in the mature stage, which indicates that in the condition of high environmental dynamics, the influence of abusive leadership on financial performance is negative, but in the mature stage, abusive leadership has positive influence in the condition of low environmental dynamics. We can see that in different development stage of enterprise, the mode of environmental dynamics on authentic type of leadership influencing growth performance is similar to the mode of environmental dynamics on authentic type of leadership influencing financial performance.

From further analysis, we can find that in the survival and development stage of enterprise, the influence of authentic type of leadership for leaders on financial performance is evidently adjusted by environmental dynamics. The positive influence of environmental dynamics on financial performance in the condition of high environmental dynamics is greater significantly than that in the condition of low environmental dynamics, but there is no buffering effect of environmental dynamics in mature stage. We can see from the significance of the slope and difference in inspection interaction diagram that the slope of authentic type of leadership in the survival and development stage in the condition of high environmental dynamics is greater evidently than 0, but the slope of authentic type of leadership in mature stage is not greater than 0, and there is no evident difference between two stages in the slope of authentic type of leadership. In the condition of low environmental dynamics, only the slope of authentic type of leadership in survival stage is greater evidently than 0 and that in development and mature stage, which indicates that authentic type of leadership is very important in survival stage.

As the condition that three interactive items are not evident needs to analyze two interactions, and the condition that three interactive items and two interactions are not significant needs to analyze main effect [18]. Therefore, when the seventh step in hierarchical regression analysis has no evident moderating effect, it is necessary to analyze the corresponding parts of the fifth and sixth step in hierarchical regression analysis. From the fifth step in hierarchical regression analysis, we can see that environmental dynamics has evident adjustment effect on abusive leadership influencing the process of growth performance and on authentic type of leadership influencing innovation performance. From further analysis, we can see that abusive leadership has evident negative effect on growth performance in the condition of high environmental dynamics, and the influence of abusive leadership on growth performance is not evident in the condition of low environmental dynamics. The positive influence of authentic type of leadership on innovation performance in the condition of high environmental dynamics is significant, but that in the condition of low environmental dynamics is not evident. We can see from the sixth step in hierarchical regression analysis that the development stage of enterprise has evident adjustment effect on abusive leadership influencing growth performance and innovation performance. From further analysis, we can find that the negative influence of abusive leadership on growth performance in development stage is greater than that in survival stage, but there is no evident negative influence on growth performance in mature stage, and abusive leadership has evident
positive influence on innovation performance, but there is evident negative influence of abusive leadership on innovation performance in survival and development stage.

**Conclusion and future research Direction**

The study exist some limitations inevitably: teams of the research came from different groups and different types of organizations; the work is different and we can not measure team innovation performances by objective indicator of innovation performances so the evaluations of team innovation performances were subjective assessments which made by team leaders; for the statistic analysis of multiple regression, sample sizes for research were still less, for the numbers of teams which had their own characteristics, they didn’t meet the requirements of large samples investigation. The scales which used by the research were all had good reliabilities and validities in the past research and in research of this time but after the measure of multidimensional concept of sincere leading and improper supervision behaviors, the significance of the researches may change and it may be one of the reason why the main effects were not distinct in the research results. In feature research, we can take objective indicators of innovation performances to measure sincere leading and improper supervision behaviors more fully and verify the conclusion of the research.
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